259th Sheffield Scout Troop
Summer Camp Kit List
All of the below should ideally packed/worn into the single bag/rucksack and clearly labelled with
the Scouts name. Please make sure that you have sufficient numbers of clothes for the duration of
the camp:
Scout Uniform Shirt + Knecker (to be worn on arrival and departure from the camp)
Large Rucksack (with all the below packed in)
Day Sack (for taking on day events and on transport to and from site)
Swimming Stuff
Sleeping Bag (& Pillow)
Roll Matt ( Carry Matt)
Waterproof Jacket and Over Trousers
Sun Hat & Sun Glasses
Sweatshirts/Jumpers/Fleeces/Jackets
T-Shirts
Walking Trousers (not jeans)
Long Trousers for activities (preferably not Jeans)
Shorts
Underwear and Socks
Nightwear
Walking Boots - we will be hiking and you need them to be able to axe wood!
Trainers (not your best ones) and Sandals/Flip Flops
Shorts and Old Shoes for water activities
Wash Kit (inc. shower gel, shampoo and deodorant) and Towels
Sun cream and Insect Repellent (Clearly marked with Scouts name)
Torch and spare batteries
A strong plastic drinks bottle (must hold at least 1 litre)
Survival Bag
Hammocks and tarps are allowed as we may get chance to sleep in them
Plate, Bowl, Cup, Knife, Fork and Spoon & T-Towel
Pocket money (not more £30), Scouts are responsible for looking after this.
Coat Hanger for keeping your uniform smart
Book or Game
Plastic bags for storing/taking home wet clothing (lots)
News paper for fire lighting
A Homemade Cake
Personal Medications (all of which should have been notified on medical/consent form)

Do not bring expensive electrical items (like mobile phones, mp3 players, ipods, PSP's etc) as these
can get easily damaged or lost. If you would like to bring a camera to camp a disposable one is
best. Camera phones are not allowed on Hallam District Scout activities and if young people are
seen with them they may be asked surrender them to the leaders for the remainder of the camp.

